Genetic analysis of resistance to soybean mosaic virus in j05 soybean.
Soybean cultivar J05 was identified to be resistant to the most virulent strain of soybean mosaic virus (SMV) in northeastern China. However, the reaction of J05 to SMV strains in the United States of America is unknown, and genetic information is needed to utilize this germplasm in a breeding program. The objectives of this study were to determine the reaction of J05 to all US strains of SMV (G1-G7), the inheritance of SMV resistance in J05, and the allelic relationship of resistance genes in J05 with other reported resistance genes. J05 was crossed with susceptible cultivar Essex (rsv) to study the inheritance of SMV resistance. J05 was also crossed with PI 96983 (Rsv1), L29 (Rsv3), and V94-5152 (Rsv4) to test the allelism of resistance genes. F(2) populations and F(2:3) lines from these crosses were inoculated with G1 or G7 in the greenhouse. Inheritance and allelism studies indicate that J05 possesses 2 independent dominant genes for SMV resistance, one at the Rsv1 locus conferring resistance to G1 and necrosis to G7 and the other at the Rsv3 locus conditioning resistance to G7 but susceptibility to G1. The presence of both genes in J05 provides resistance to G1 and G7. J05 is unique from the previous sources that carry 2 genes of Rsv1Rsv3 and will be useful in breeding for SMV resistance.